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Drive insight and change
Interactive tool for analytical teams

This interactive tool will help public sector analytical teams learn how to gain real insights from their data.
Find out how to move from primarily monitoring data to capturing real understanding from the information
you collect and analyse. You’ll be able to offer more value to your agency and across the public sector, and
better understand the ‘complex adaptive systems’ that provide the services for New Zealanders.
Designed to structure and support your thinking, the tool includes:

Checklists

Decision trees

Links to useful resources

Write on, print out, and share the checklists and decision trees with your team.
LEARN MORE
Why deriving insight from data is valuable
https://www.ldc.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/30-years-down-the-wrong-rabbit-hole-R-Hamblin-July-2018.pdf
How do you go about using data for insight?
https://www.ldc.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/RICHARD-HAMBLIN-So-what-And-how-for-that-matter-27-02-2020.pdf
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Monitoring to Insight
Find out what gets in the way of using analytical teams for
insight rather than primarily monitoring. This checklist gets
you to explore what’s missing in helping you move towards
insight – could it be lack of skills, mandate, positioning,
leadership, or resources?
Go to Monitoring to Insight

Higher Purpose
Analytical teams need to understand and articulate how they
contribute to their organisation’s goals. This tool gets you to
examine how well your team knows its higher purpose and if
the team’s work is genuinely linked to its organisation’s goals.
If your team isn’t living its higher purpose, explore the barriers
and be directed to other checklists for more help.
If your team can’t define its higher purpose, go to the
‘Driver Diagram’.
Go to Higher Purpose
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Driver Diagram
Driver diagrams help ensure that the higher purpose relates
to the day-to-day work, rather than being an unrealistic
aspiration. You start with an overall aim and work back through
the drivers that contribute to it, and from there, identify the
actions that support these drivers. This tool will help ground
higher purpose into reality.

Skills Checklist
Find out about the statistical, visualisation and programming
skills that are useful in making the shift to using data as a
source of insight. These resources are a starting point to
learning more.
(Please note, many of these links come from healthcare, but the underpinning
maths and logic apply more widely.)

Read more about driver diagrams:
http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/Tools/Driver-Diagram.aspx

Go to Skills

Go to Driver Diagram
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Roles
Work through a series of prompts to turn policy problems into
data-driven problems. Then reverse this to tell stories with
data. Answering these questions should help your analytical
team make progress.

Social Positioning
This checklist will get you thinking about how to develop
good relationships with sponsors, and to consider the assets,
barriers and ethical concerns in using data for insight.
Go to Social Positioning

Go to Roles
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to Insight
Insight
Monitoring to
Find out what gets in the way of using analytical teams for insight rather than primarily monitoring. This checklist gets you to explore what’s
missing in helping you move towards insight – could it be lack of skills, mandate, positioning, leadership, or resources?

What proportion of team time is spent on routine monitoring?
>30%

<=30%

Monitoring to Insight
What proportion of team time is spent on routine monitoring?
>30%
Does this work:
a) demonstrate whether a good service is being provided?
b) show data essential to proving public policy is advancing?
c) provide an essential early warning of the risk of a poor service?

Yes
Is the collection of data, and the production and
reporting of indicators as automated as it can be?

Yes
Clarify and renegotiate resources
required/demonstrate need for insight
team

No
Why can’t this be stopped?

No

Someone still wants it

It can

Automate

Clarify and renegotiate
reporting requirement

Stop

Monitoring to Insight
What proportion of team time is spent on routine monitoring?
<=30%
Is over 50% of the team’s time spent on generating insight to
further the agency’s mission?

Yes

No

Your work here is done

What’s getting in the way?

Internal bureaucracy

Clarify and renegotiate the corporate tasks required –
if a team spends more than half its time on internal
bureaucracy something is amiss?

No mechanism to feed insight into mission

Go to higher purpose page

Lack of skills

Go to skills page

Difficulty in defining policy problems in data terms

Go to roles page

Difficulty in translating analysis results into
stories that policy makers/managers understand

Go to roles page

Distrust of analysis/analysts

Go to social positioning page

Insufficient data

Is this really true? What, precisely, is actually missing?

Higher Purpose
Analytical teams need to understand and articulate how they contribute to their organisation’s goals. This tool gets you to examine how well
your team knows its higher purpose and if the team’s work is genuinely linked to its organisation’s goals. If your team isn’t living its higher
purpose, explore the barriers and be directed to other checklists for more help.
If your team can’t define its higher purpose, go to the ‘Driver Diagram’

Is the higher purpose of the team clearly articulated?
Yes

No

Higher Purpose
Is the higher purpose of the team clearly articulated?
Yes
Can you demonstrate how this supports your organisations goals?

Yes

No
Are you living it?

Yes
List how you know:

No
What’s getting in the way?
Our work doesn’t reflect our purpose

Review, clarify and renegotiate work programme

No mechanism to feed insight into mission

Go to social positioning page

Lack of skills

Go to skills page

Difficulty in defining policy problems in data terms

Go to roles page

Difficulty in translating analysis results into stories
that policy makers/managers understand

Go to roles page

Distrust of analysis/analysts

Go to social positioning page

Higher Purpose
Is the higher purpose of the team clearly articulated?
No
Articulate your team’s purpose to support your
organisation’s goals in one or two sentences

Go to the higher purpose Driver Diagram page

Driver Diagram
Driver diagrams help ensure that the higher purpose relates to the day-to-day work, rather than being an unrealistic aspiration. You start
with an overall aim and work back through the drivers that contribute to it, and from there, identify the actions that support these drivers.
This tool will help ground higher purpose into reality.
Read more about driver diagrams: http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/Tools/Driver-Diagram.aspx

End goal

Our organisation exists to…

Causes we can control
Causes we can influence

Primary drivers

The ways in which we achieve this are…

Secondary drivers

Our work program supports this by...

Skills Checklist
Find out about the statistical, visualisation and programming skills that are useful in making the shift to using data as a source of insight.
These resources are a starting point to learning more. (Please note, many of these links come from healthcare, but the underpinning maths and logic apply
more widely.)

Statistical skills
ABILITY TO DESCRIBE CURRENT SITUATION

Programming skills
AUTOMATION OF ROUTINE REPORTING

Visualisation skills more info
DESIGN SKILLS

Meaningful comparison

Data linkage

Design principles

Means, medians, rates and proportions

Programmatic querying and macros

Tests of normality more info

Robotic Process Automation more info

Basic good practice
(e.g. accurate representation, clarity of labelling)

Rate difference and Rate Ratio
Tests of difference more info
Simple risk adjustment and standardisation more info
Complex (multi variate) risk adjustment and
standardisation more info

Meaningful change
Simple time series

Query languages/programming
SAS
SQL
R

Use of real estate
Data pacing
Levels and click through
Appropriate filtering

Python

Knowledge of unusual visualisations
(e.g., Sankey, treemap, etc)

Others

Spatial/Geographic visualisation

Simple statistical process control prospective
and retrospective more info

Visualisation software

Cusum and EWMA more info

Tableau

Identify relationships

Power BI

Simple regression and correlation more info

GIS

Logistic regression more info

Qlik

Multivariate analysis more info

Ability to predict likelihood of future results
Simulation and modelling
Bayes more info
Decision trees more info
Machine learning more info

R shiny

Roles
Work through a series of prompts to turn policy problems into data-driven problems. Then reverse this to tell stories with data.
Answering these questions should help your analytical team make progress.
TURNING A POLICY OR DELIVERY PROBLEM INTO A
DATA PROBLEM

TURNING A DATA-DRIVEN INSIGHT INTO A POLICY OR
DELIVERY PRIORITY (“STORYTELLING”)

What are the structures, processes and outcomes and what data
do we know about them?

Can we describe the real-world effects of the policy issue
under discussion?

Can the issue be defined diagramatically
(e.g., as a process diagram, network diagram, or driver diagram)?

Can we show the difference that the “intervention” may make?

What data are available to describe the issue?
What qualitative data do we have on the problem
(e.g., consumer stories, or sentiment analysis)?
Are there other (unexpected) data sources (e.g., google analytics)?
Can we define relevant, available or creatable measures for each
part of the issue model we have developed?
What are the confounders that need to be adjusted for?
What are the analytic techniques required here
(difference, change, relationship)?

Can we tell a story about an individual whose life is changed by the
policy/changes we are advocating?
Can we visualise the data in a way that is intuitive to understand?
Can these data be animated to show change and difference?
Can we open up the story so that it’s widely understood, acted on
and changed by the public?

Social positioning
This checklist will get you thinking about how to develop good relationships with sponsors, and to consider the assets, barriers and ethical
concerns in using data for insight.

Relationships

Context

Ethical issues

How do we arrange and manage relationships with the
people who commission our work? How important is
the insight that we’re generating for them?

What are the specific barriers that we have to using
data for insight (other than lack of skills, resource,
or budget)?

What are the specific ethical issues that we have in
using data creatively in our context?

How much failure are we prepared to tolerate?

Data availability

Potential to bias results

Data incompatibility

Potential to entrench disadvantage by interpreting
what “is” as what “should”

Is our project management designed to balance
experimentation and delivery?

Competing bureaucracies

Do we have a method for pulling the plug on projects
promptly if necessary?

Lack of executive sponsorship

Lack of a mandate
Lack of “channels to market”
Other

Basing decisions on incomplete projections
Potential for disclosure of individuals (Privacy)
Potential for disclosure of indvidual circumstances not
otherwise known
Creation of knowledge that demands action without
an ethical framework for action
Other

